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Samples of CRA Manipulative Work:
Adding
5 + 17

+

To perform this addition students must place toothpicks and
sticks next to each other and count-on

=

2N + 3N

or

N +

N

To perform this addition of coefficients students
must add the number of cups with the variable

N
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Subtracting
8–3
Take away subtraction means you start with the first digit and take away the
Second number to end with

13 – 7
-

Simple subtraction involves grouped subtraction
by taking away toothpicks or sticks simultaneously
In this case the student needs to borrow from the
tens place first.

After the students substitute 10 toothpicks for one
Popsicle stick, then they perform grouped subtraction.

-

=

-

The toothpicks left are not to the right of the
negative (minus) sign so the answer must be positive.

-4X + 2X
- -

X +

-

X +

-

X

X
X

Coefficients also are subtracted in groups
The answer is –2X. Students must be explained that
the blanks next to the X mean that the coefficients are now 0.
The coefficients have been subtracted and thus 0 groups
remain; X = 0. Remove the X to the right.

***** If needed, explain that 0 X occurs as a result of the subtraction. A numerical expression such as X +
3 = 7 does not mean X = 0 unless stated in the text as 0X. *****
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Multiplication
4Y(3)
Y

This odd grouping pattern means 4 groups of Y multiplied
by 3. We do not know what Y is equal to so we will
not manipulate that further, but we can manipulate the 3.
Students need to fill each cup with 3 toothpicks.
Y

Since multiplication involves totals have the
students count total toothpicks. In this case there are 12
toothpicks. Thus the statement changes to 12 groups of Y.
Y

Although long, this expression
represents 12 groups of Y.

Other multiplication procedures may be carried similarly using the first number as groups and the second as a number.
3 (2)
becomes

The total number of
toothpicks is 6 thus making the
final number 6 represented by 6
toothpicks.

=
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Division
Students must have an understanding of division to obtain correct answers.

6
2

Unlike subtraction, where toothpicks are simultaneously pulled
from both groups, division requires students to recognize subgroups. In this
case the denominator divides into the numerator with no remainder. Students
may perform this by recognizing the grouping of 2.

Students may cross lines through the groups of 2 (or simply circle
groups) to label that 3 groups exist in the numerator and 1 in the denominator.
or

This process works similarly for coefficients
3N
3
N

Since the numerator and denominator may be grouped by 3, all
the groups of 3 groups may be crossed out or circled.

N

In this case it is one group of X over one group of X. Therefore,
the expression may be represented as 1 /1 N or simply 1N.

N

or

N
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Fractions
Not all manipulative objects can be used for conceptual development and task
learning. This is a concern with many “Reform” math programs.

Adding fractions with like denominators
3
5

4
5
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Adding fractions with like denominators (requires multiplication of fractions)
2
1
3
4
Use tally marks or onesticks to
represent the numerators and
denominators

Multiply each fraction by the
other’s denominator using cups

Discuss the definition of
multiplying the number of tallies
or onesticks within each cup

After counting and removing the cups
the numerators are set and the
denominators are equal. The fractions
are ready to add.
The numerator and
denominator are grouped
by the common factor of
two to reveal 5 groups
over 6. Thus, the answer
is 5/6.

The
initial
answer is
10
/12
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Fractions using arrays
(1/3)(2/4)
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Algebraic expressions and equations
Reducing Expressions
5 – 2X –6

step 1

-

X -

step 2

-

X +

step 3

-

X -

Set up equation with concrete
objects as shown here

-
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Reorder the equation to place
the numbers next to each
other.

Complete grouped
subtraction of +5 and –6 to
determine the answer. –2X is
not affected as there are no
other X variables.

11

Transition to Inverse Operations
Describe / Model
a) 2N – 2N = 10 - 2
2
5

step 1

N -

N

-

step 2

N -

N

-

step 3

step 4

step 5

N -

N -

N

N

Set up equation with concrete
objects as shown here

Point out that there are an equal
number of numerator and
denominator coefficients for N
thus making it 1N.

-

-

After substituting 10 onesticks
for one tenstick, point out that
there are two groups of 5 in the
numerator and 1 group of 5 in
the denominator resulting in 2.

The equation is left with
2N-1N = 2-2

Reduce the left side of the
equation using subtraction to
make 1N. Reducing the right
side of the equation results in 0.

N

N =
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The result is N = 0 since N is
empty
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Inverse Operations
–N + 10 = 3
step 1

-

N +

step 2

-

N +

step 3

-

N

step 4

-

N

step 5

-

N

-

step 6

Set up equation with
concrete objects as
shown here

-

-

-

-

-

Subtract 10 from each side of
the equation to isolate the
variable N

Since 3 – 10 maybe difficult for
some students, borrow ten ones to
replace the 10 marker.

After grouped subtraction the
student has –1N = -7

Divide both sides by negative one

-

Close-up:
Since a negative divided by a
negative is a positive the
negatives can be turned over.
Also, the seven ones sticks are
distributed among one cup. The
answer is N = 7 sticks.

N=
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Determining Error Patterns
1. Task Analysis of Math Skill
Discussion of standards movement has helped but there are more details that a teacher
must address to effectively transition from skill to skill.

1. Predict the optimum sequence to reach the outcome your textbook’s chapter
before you begin teaching
2. Match your task analysis to the textbook
3. Note commonalities and differences
4. Check earlier chapters to see if they cover the differences. Check later chapters to
see if they cover the differences.
5. Check supplemental guides to see if they cover the differences
6. Develop additional instruction to complement the current text / curriculum
7. Sequence the instruction as your students need

2. Observe Student Work

Solving for
single
variables

Set up
correct
calculations

Organize
equations
to balance

Calculations

Answer

Student 1

Yes

Adds integer
under every
symbol

Yes

Student 2

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, but correct
after
organization
error
Yes

Student 3

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

3. Reteach the student according to what was missed
Student should be taught to organize equations to balance.
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Spaced Instructional Review Planning Sheet
Block
(Date)

Big Ideas Covered
(or specific skills)

Problematic Areas

Problematic Areas Targeted for
SIR

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.

Date and Instructional
Time Allotted
(30-40 minutes)

Notes: Use assessment data from Teacher assessments (formal & informal), Progress Monitoring data sources, State Assessments, and other sources of
information (teacher’s experience). Table abbreviated for space considerations.
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